
Tom’s Great Adventure – By Rosie Torpy 

It was the first day of the summer holidays and Tom had spent the first night of five weeks 

staying with his Grandfather in his old lighthouse.  Tom loved spending his summer holidays 

with his grandfather. The lighthouse was a brilliant place to live and all of Tom’s friends 

wished they had a Grandfather who lived in a lighthouse too; each evening after the lamp 

had been lit, Grandfather would make them each a cup of hot cocoa and tell Tom tales of 

the sea.  Tom loved to listen about great sea monsters, mermaids and fearsome pirates 

who attacked each other.  Tom would spend his days from early in the morning wandering 

along the beach re-visiting his favourite spots or exploring new places. He loved finding 

different shells, his favourite ones were turret shells, he loved finding big, long ones and 

would twist the tightly coiled shell around in his fingers counting the sprirals until it reached 

the point. 

 

Being the first day of the holidays Tom was up, ready and eager to be out and exploring. 

Grandfather had packed him a lunch box so there would be no need for him to return to 

the lighthouse before tea.  A quick look out of the window told Tom there was no need for 

a raincoat but he grabbed his sunhat, fishing net and pen knife.  Tom was very proud of his 

penknife it was red with a shiny silver blade. Grandfather had given it to Tom the summer 

before ‘You’re old enough for this now’ Grandfather had told Tom presenting him with a 

small box. Grandfather had shown Tom how to open the knife carefully using the small 

indent where you put your thumb nail and how to close it with the palm of your hand.  

‘Handy for all sorts of stuff’ Grandfather had said.  Tom had practised cutting the orange 

twine on the fishing nets and slicing the long strips of seaweed he found on the beach, he 

loved to pop the bladderwrack seaweed with the point of the penknife and watch spurts of 

salty seawater shoot up into the air. 

 

Tom set off along the beach and headed straight for the rock pools, the tide was out and 

Tom knew he would be sure to find some treasures in the pools left by the outgoing tide. 



Tom expertly hopped over the jagged rocks turning over the occasional stone in the hope of 

finding a crab which he could capture in his net.   As Tom was looking around he saw a 

bottle floating in one of the rock pools, he let out a big sigh, he was always having to pick 

up other people’s rubbish from off the beach, he wished other people would take more 

care and want to protect the sea creatures and birds as much as he did.   

Tom jumped from rock to rock until he reached the bottle, when he picked the bottle up he 

turned it around in his hand wondering what the bottle had once contained.  It wasn’t the 

usual type of plastic bottle he found on the beach, this one was small and made of thick 

green glass with a cork stopper. Tom rubbed his hand over the old washed out label, there 

were a few random letters that he could still make out but most of the writing had 

disappeared. Tom looked more closely at the remaining letters they didn’t look like printed 

letters it looked as if the label had been written by hand. There were two words and four 

letters that Tom could just about see ‘re  d  e’ said Tom outloud, that didn’t make any 

sense. It didn’t take Tom long to work out the missing letters were ‘read me’ Tom shouted 

to a seagull who had been sat staring at Tom and the crab in his bucket. 

Tom’s Grandfather had told him tales about messages in bottles being washed up on the 

beach but Tom had never imagined that he would find one.  He tried to pull the cork from 

the neck of the bottle but it was no use it was old and stayed firmly in place. He then 

remembered his red penknife, Tom carefully opened up the blade and stuck it into the cork, 

with one swift pull the cork was out and Tom heard a pop! Tom pulled the penknife from 

out of the cork and put it back safely in its box, he put the cork in his pocket. Tom reached 

two fingers down inside the bottle and his fingertips felt the edge of a piece of paper. Tom 

gently lifted out the piece of paper and unrolled it   

‘Dear Reader 

My name is Doctor Smith, I was on one of my expeditions to discover the magical floating 

islands of Barbon.  There have been tales told of magical creatures that live on these islands 

and it was my greatest wish to discover them and become one of the greatest explorers in 

the world and of all time.  To my great delight I have discovered the islands and have seen 

the magical creatures of this secret place.  Unfortunately I now find myself unable to return 



home because the keepers of the island fear I have seen too much.  Please can you help me 

return home to my family the coordinates of the island are 2.468 E 34567.5 N 

Thank you for your help, please rescue me soon  

Dr Smith 

 

Tom decided there and then it was going to be his job to rescue Doctor Smith but how was 

he going to do it? Would his Grandad let him go? Tom raced back to the lighthouse to tell 

his Grandfather all about the message in the bottle.  Crashing through the front door Tom 

quickly told his Grandfather all about Dr Smith and the mysterious floating islands of 

Barbon.  Grandfather listened carefully and when Tom got to the part about the keepers of 

the island, Grandfather nodded his head in agreement.  ‘Well’ said Tom ‘Can I go?’  

‘Ah’ said Grandfather ‘The mysterious floating islands of Barbon are a tale as old as me, 

your Dr Smith will be long gone by now, my Grandfather told me tales about Dr Smith when 

I was a boy just about the same age as you.’  Tom felt disappointed Grandfather didn’t 

seem to be excited about the message.  Tom trudged upstairs his head full of thoughts 

about Dr Smith, magical creatures and floating islands, as Tom pushed open his bedroom 

door a plan was beginning to open up in his mind. 


